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WEEK 5 

HACKS FOR TODDLERS

HOW TO HACK THIS SERIES FOR TODDLERS

In children’s ministry, you’ve got a wide range of ages you need to engage every week, but toddlers tend to 
get overlooked. But you know your toddlers need more than just babysitting, so here are a few adjustments 
you can make to this week in order to keep your toddlers more engaged.

BY CASSANDRA MOTON

SNACK | Sharing Time

Ask each kid as you pass out the snack, “_________, can you trust God? YES! (insert kids name) 
Include everyone’s name.

ACTIVITY | Fear Squishy

Make the stress balls for this activity in advance for each toddler in your group. Let them have fun 
just squishing the ball in their hands!

ACTIVITY | Monster Friends

Instead of making a card, just make it a one-pager activity. Let them stick on the eyes however, and 
help them draw on other features like a nose, mouth, teeth, horns. 
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